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Abstract
We present the results of the re-discovery of the decay B0 → pi−`+ν` in 34.6 fb−1 of Belle II
data using hadronic B-tagging via the Full Event Interpretation algorithm. We observe 21 signal
events on a background of 155 in a fit to the distribution of the square of the missing mass, M2miss,
with a significance of 5.69σ, and determine a total branching fraction of (1.58 ± 0.43stat ± 0.07sys)
×10−4.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the start of its first physics run in 2019, the Belle II detector has collected over
74 fb−1 of data from electron-positron collisions. This early data has been invaluable for
investigating the performance of the detector and the analysis software, and has also led to
the re-discovery of many physics processes.
In this paper, we study rare semi-leptonic decays of the form B0 → pi−`+ν`, where ` = e,
µ [12]. These decays are considered golden modes for precise determinations of the absolute
value of the CKM-matrix element |Vub|. The integrated luminosity collected at present is
too small to provide a competitive measurement. We present the re-discovery of the decay
B0 → pi−`+ν` in 34.6 fb−1 of Belle II data via hadronic B-tagging provided by the Full Event
Interpretation (FEI) algorithm [1].
2. THE BELLE II DETECTOR
The structure of the Belle II detector is described in detail in Ref. [2]. The inner-most
layers are known collectively as the vertex detector, or VXD, and are dedicated to the
tracking of charged particles and the precise determination of particle decay vertices. The
VXD is comprised of two layers of silicon pixel sensors surrounded by four layers of silicon
strip detectors. The central drift chamber (CDC) surrounds the VXD, encompassing the
barrel region of the detector, and is primarily responsible for the reconstruction of charged
tracks and the determination of their momenta.
Particle identification is provided by two independent Cherenkov-imaging components,
the Time-Of-Propagation (TOP) counter and the Aerogel Ring-Imaging Cherenkov detector
(ARICH), located in the barrel and forward endcap regions of the detector, respectively.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) encases all of the previous layers, and consists of
a total of 8736 scintillator crystals used primarily for the determination of the energies of
charged tracks and photons. A superconducting solenoid surrounds the inner components
and provides the 1.5T magnetic field required by the various sub-detectors. Finally, the K0L-
and muon detector (KLM) forms the outermost detector layer aimed at the detection of K0L
mesons and muons.
3. DATASETS
The amount of data studied for this analysis corresponds to an integrated luminosity of
34.6 fb−1. To simulate signal and background, fully simulated Monte Carlo (MC) samples
of charged and neutral decays of pairs of B-mesons, as well as continuum e+e− → qq (q =
u, d, s, c) were used, with all samples generated alongside beam background effects including
beam scattering and radiative processes. Table I lists the number of events used for each of
the MC components. These samples correspond to a total integrated luminosity of 200 fb−1.
In addition to the generic MC, dedicated B → Xu`ν signal samples were used, where
Xu is a hadronic system resulting from the quark flavor transition b → u, for the in-depth
study of the signal decays and related backgrounds, and included the implementation of the
hybrid modelling technique for b → u transitions described in Ref. [3]. Each B+ → Xu`ν
and B0 → Xu`ν sample consisted of a total of 50 million resonant (R) events containing
the relevant exclusive decays as well as 50 million non-resonant (I) events corresponding
7
Nevents used (×106)
B+B− 108.0
B0B¯0 102.0
cc¯ 265.8
uu¯ 321.0
ss¯ 76.6
dd¯ 80.2
TABLE I: Number of MC events used for the analysis, equivalent to 200 fb−1.
to the inclusive component, simulated using the BLNP heavy-quark-effective-theory-based
model [4]. These samples were then combined together and the eFFORT tool [5] was used to
calculate a hybrid weight per event in three-dimensional bins of the generated lepton energy
in the Bsig-frame, E
B
` , the four-momentum transfer to the leptonic system, q
2, and the mass
of the hadronic system containing an up-quark, MX , such that Hi = Ri +wiIi. The number
of total hybrid events per bin, Hi, is the sum of the number of resonant events Ri and the
number of inclusive events Ii scaled down by the appropriate weight wi.
For the analysis, the B → Xu`ν events from the generic 200 fb−1 MC sample were removed
and replaced with the equivalent amount of this hybrid re-weighted MC.
4. FULL EVENT INTERPRETATION
The Full Event Interpretation (FEI) [1] is a machine learning algorithm developed for
tagged analysis at Belle II. It supports both hadronic and semi-leptonic tagging, recon-
structing B-mesons across more than 4000 individual decay chains. The algorithm utilises
the FastBDT software package that trains a series of multi-variate classifiers for each tag-
ging channel via a number of stochastic gradient-boosted decision trees [6]. The training is
performed in a hierarchical manner with final-state particles being reconstructed first from
detector information. The decay channels are then built up from these particles as illustrated
in Figure 1, with the reconstruction of the B-mesons performed last. For each B-meson tag
candidate reconstructed by the FEI, a value of the final multi-variate classifier output, the
SignalProbability, is assigned. The SignalProbability is distributed between 0 and 1,
representing candidates identified as being background-like and signal-like, respectively.
Official FEI skims of both data and MC are produced centrally by the Belle II collabora-
tion, and are available for use in analyses. These include both hadronic and semileptonic
skims, and involve the application of the FEI together with a number of loose selections
that aim to reduce the sample sizes with little to no loss of signal events.
For the hadronic FEI, the minimum number of charged particle tracks per event satisfying
certain quality criteria is set to three. The vast majority of B-meson decay chains corre-
sponding to the hadronic FEI channels include at least three charged particles, and such a
cut is useful at suppressing background from non-BB¯ events. The criteria chosen include
track parameter cuts to ensure close proximity to the interaction point (IP), with the dis-
tance from the center of the detector along the z-axis (corresponding to the solenoidal-field
axis) and in the transverse plane satisfying |z0| < 2.0 cm and |d0| < 0.5 cm, respectively. A
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FIG. 1: The hierarchical structure of the Full Event Interpretation tagging algorithm.
Detector information including tracks and energy deposits in the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECL) and K0L and muon detector (KLM) is first used to reconstruct and train
a classifier for each final-state particle. Intermediate particles are then reconstructed in
stages to form the parent B-mesons, each with an associated SignalProbability.
minimum threshold pt > 0.1 GeV is placed on the track transverse momentum [13]. Similar
restrictions are applied to the ECL clusters in the event, with at least three clusters required
within the polar angle acceptance of the CDC, 0.297 < θ < 2.618, that satisfy a minimum
energy threshold E > 0.1 GeV. The total visible energy per event is required to be at least
4 GeV. The total energy deposited in the ECL is restricted to 2 GeV < EECL < 7 GeV,
however, to suppress events with an excess of energy deposits due to beam background.
The FEI typically results in many Btag candidates per event. The number of these
candidates is reduced with selections on the beam-constrained mass, Mbc, and energy
difference, |∆E|, with these defined as follows:
Mbc =
√
E2beam
4
− ~p 2Btag , ∆E = EBtag −
Ebeam
2
,
where Ebeam is the centre-of-mass (CMS) energy of the e
+e− system, 10.58 GeV, and ~pBtag
and EBtag are the Btag momentum and energy in the CMS frame, respectively. The cuts
applied during the hadronic FEI skim are Mbc > 5.24 GeV and |∆E| < 0.2 GeV.
Finally, a loose cut on the Btag classifier output, SignalProbability > 0.001, provides
further background rejection with little signal loss.
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5. EVENT SELECTION AND ANALYSIS STRATEGY
For this analysis, the distribution of the square of the missing mass, M2miss, was the vari-
able chosen for the determination of the B0 → pi−`+ν` yield. We define the four-momentum
of the signal B-meson in the CMS frame as follows,
pBsig ≡ (EBsig , ~pBsig) =
(mΥ (4S)
2
,−~pBtag
)
,
where mΥ (4S) is the mass of the Υ (4S) meson as recorded by the PDG [7]. We set the energy
of Bsig to be half of the Υ (4S) rest mass, and take the Bsig momentum to be the negative
Btag momentum. We then define the missing four-momentum as
pmiss ≡ (Emiss, ~pmiss) = pBsig − pY ,
where Y is a pseudo-particle formed from the combination of the pion and lepton four-
momenta. The square of the missing momentum can then simply be defined as M2miss ≡ p2miss.
The signal selection criteria were determined using simulation, with data blinded in the
signal region of M2miss ≤ 1.0 GeV2 and the agreement between data and MC was investigated
in the M2miss sideband. The event selections applied follow closely those from a 2013 study
[8] of exclusive B → Xu`ν decays using the full 711 fb−1 Belle dataset with hadronic tagging.
All selections were applied in addition to the hadronic FEI skim cuts detailed in the previous
section.
At the event-level, a loose selection on the second normalised Fox-Wolfram moment
[9] was applied to suppress continuum background, with R2 < 0.4. To reject incorrectly
reconstructed Btag candidates, the tag-side beam-constrained mass cut was tightened to
Mbc > 5.27 GeV. The Btag candidate having the highest value of the SignalProbability
classifier output was retained in each event.
For the reconstructed electrons and muons, cuts on the track impact parameters were
applied to select those originating close to the interaction point (IP). These consisted of
cuts on the z-axis and transverse-plane distances from the IP of |dz| < 5 cm and dr < 2 cm,
respectively. Only those leptons within the acceptance of the CDC were selected. Electrons
and muons were identified through cuts on the particle identification variables provided
by the Belle II Analysis Software Framework (BASF2) [10]. These variables describe the
likelihood that a charged track corresponds to a specified final-state particle against all other
possible particles, and are defined between 0 (unlikely) and 1 (likely). The likelihoods are
built from a combination of the information returned from all of the individual sub-detectors.
The relevant variables and their selections were electronID > 0.9 and muonID > 0.9. A
minimum threshold on the lab-frame momentum was placed on the reconstructed leptons,
with plab > 0.3 GeV for electrons and plab > 0.6 GeV for muons. The four-momentum
of the reconstructed electrons was also corrected in order to account for Bremsstrahlung
radiation. For any energy deposit in the ECL not associated with a charged particle track,
it was checked whether the distance between this cluster and the cluster associated with
an electron track was less than 0.5 mm. If this condition was met and the cluster energy
was between 0.2 and 1 times the energy of the track assigned to the electron, a weight
was calculated for the relation between the electron and photon. In the case of multiple
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photons satisfying these conditions, only the photon with the weight corresponding to the
closest relation was taken, its four-momentum was added to the electron, and the photon
was excluded from the rest of the event. Finally, a single lepton was kept per event with the
highest value of the electronID or muonID.
For the reconstructed charged pions, similar impact parameter cuts were applied as those
for the leptons, with dr < 2 cm and |dz| < 4 cm. The charged pion tracks were similarly
only selected within the CDC acceptance, with the additional condition that a minimum
number of 20 hits was recorded by the CDC. The sign of the charge of the reconstructed
pion was explicitly required to be opposite that of the lepton. A cut on the relevant particle
identification variable was also applied, with pionID > 0.5.
Combining the centre-of-mass frame four-momenta of the reconstructed pion and lepton
together into the pseudo-particle Y , a selection on the cosine of the angle between the flight
direction of the signal B-meson and the Y , cos(θBY ), was made. A value of |cos(θBY )| < 1
is expected if only a neutrino is missing in the reconstruction. However, to account for
resolution effects and to avoid introducing potential bias in the background M2miss distribu-
tions, this requirement was loosened to |cos(θBY )| < 3. To ensure that the reconstructed
lepton and pion tracks originated from the same vertex, a cut on the difference between the
z-coordinates of both tracks was applied, with |z` − zpi| < 1 mm.
For this analysis, a single Υ (4S) candidate with the lowest value of the M2miss was retained
per event. All remaining tracks and clusters in the ECL after the reconstruction of the
Υ (4S) were combined into a single object known as the rest-of-event (ROE). Events in
which additional tracks satisfying the conditions dr < 2 cm, |dz| < 5 cm and pt > 0.2
GeV remained after the reconstruction of the Υ (4S) were excluded. The CMS energies in
the ROE corresponding to deposits of neutral particles in the ECL were summed for those
clusters satisfying energy cuts of E > 0.1 GeV, E > 0.09 GeV and E > 0.16 GeV for the
forward end-cap, barrel and backward end-cap regions respectively. A minimum threshold
on this energy was placed to account for the neutrino, with Emiss > 0.3 GeV. The extra
energy was also required to be below a maximum value of Eresidual < 1.0 GeV.
6. RESULTS
Before unblinding the dataset, a toy MC study was performed to evaluate the expected
significance of the B0 → pi−`+ν` signal in 34.6 fb−1. To evaluate the number of events
expected in data, the number of total MC events normalised to this integrated luminosity
and passing all selections was scaled down by a hadronic FEI calibration factor of 0.8301.
This factor was applied in order to account for the difference in the tag-side reconstruction
efficiency of the FEI between data and MC. An independent study was performed in order
to evaluate this factor through fitting the lepton momentum spectrum in B → X`ν decays
and taking the ratio of signal events in data and MC.
Template Probability Density Functions (PDFs) were built from signal and background
M2miss distributions in MC, with signal candidates defined as those reconstructed from MC
events containing B0 → pi−`+ν` decays. The various backgrounds included the cross-feeds
from B0 → ρ−`+ν` and other B → Xu`ν decays, as well as candidates reconstructed from
other generic BB¯ and continuum events. Due to low statistics, these background components
were combined together into a single background PDF. Each MC template was weighted
by a set of corrections to account for the difference in lepton identification efficiencies and
pion and kaon fake-rates between MC and data. These corrections were evaluated per event
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based on the magnitude of the lab-frame momentum p and polar angle θ of the reconstructed
lepton tracks.
A set of 500 toy MC samples was generated from the combined signal and background
template distributions. Each toy consisted of a M2miss distribution with a total number of
events defined within a range of Poissonian uncertainty on the expected number of data
events. Under the signal + background hypothesis, extended unbinned maximum likelihood
template fits to the M2miss distributions of each toy were performed using the RooFit frame-
work [11], with all background components combined into a single background template. A
Gaussian PDF was fitted to the signal yields obtained from the fits to each toy sample and
is shown in Figure 2. The mean and standard deviation of the fitted Gaussian is listed in
Table II, together with the expected yield as determined from the MC. The mean signal
yield agrees with the predicted yield within uncertainty.
Additional extended maximum likelihood fits were then performed to the same toy MC
samples under the background-only hypothesis. The likelihood ratio λ between both fits
was computed for each toy:
λ =
LB
LS+B ,
where LB and LS+B are the maximised likelihoods returned by the fits to the background-
only and signal + background hypotheses, respectively.
A significance estimator Σ was subsequently defined for each toy sample based on the
likelihood ratio:
Σ =
√−2 lnλ .
Figure 5 shows the resultant distribution of Σ for the decays to charged pions. The
median of the distribution corresponds to a significance of 5.63σ.
FIG. 2: Distribution of the fitted signal yields derived from fits to the M2miss distributions
of 500 toy MC B0 → pi−`+ν` samples.
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FIG. 3: Pre-fit M2miss distribution from 34.6 fb
−1 of data. The MC has been scaled down by
a hadronic FEI calibration factor of 0.8301.
The data was subsequently unblinded in the signal region of M2miss ≤ 1.0 GeV2, with the
resultant unfitted distribution displayed in Figure 3. For charged particle tracks in data, a
factor of 1.00056 was applied to the track momentum to correct for differences between data
and MC. In addition to the lepton ID corrections, each MC component was scaled down by
the hadronic FEI calibration factor of 0.8301 in order to account for the difference in the
FEI reconstruction efficiency between data and MC. Fairly good agreement was observed
across the M2miss distribution, including in the signal region. A clear signal peak can be seen
at M2miss = 0 for both data and MC, with all other backgrounds peaking at higher values of
M2miss.
The signal and background MC templates shown in Figure 3 were then used to perform
an extended unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the M2miss distribution in data under the
signal + background hypothesis. Figure 4 displays this fitted distribution and the signal
yield obtained is listed in Table II. The observed yield in data agrees well with the predicted
yield from MC.
The observed significance was similarly evaluated by performing an additional fit to data
under the background-only hypothesis. A significance of 5.69σ was observed, as shown in
Figure 5.
Finally, the branching fraction for the B0 → pi−`+ν` decay was extracted using the
following formula:
B(B0 → pi−`+ν`) =
Ndatasig (1 + f+0)
4× CFFEI ×NBB¯ × 
,
where Ndatasig is the fitted signal yield obtained from data, f+0 is the ratio between the
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branching fractions of the decays of the Υ (4S) meson to pairs of charged and neutral B-
mesons [7], CFFEI is the FEI calibration factor, NBB¯ is the number of B-meson pairs counted
in the current dataset, and  is the reconstruction efficiency. The factor of 4 present in the
denominator accounts for the two B-mesons in the Υ (4S) decay and the reconstruction of
both light lepton flavors.
The signal efficiency was calculated from the ratio of signal events present in MC before
and after all analysis selections, and was determined to be (0.216 ± 0.001)%. The values
of the above parameters together with the measured branching fraction are summarised in
Table III. The branching fraction agrees well with the world average value, (1.50 ± 0.06)
×10−4 [7].
FIG. 4: Post-fit M2miss distribution from 34.6 fb
−1 of data.
Predicted yield
from MC
Fitted mean µ
from MC
Fitted standard
deviation σ
from MC
Observed fitted
yield in data
19.83 20.01 ± 0.26 5.79 ± 0.19 20.79 ± 5.68
TABLE II: Mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian PDF fit to the distributions of
signal yields from 500 toy MC samples. The numbers of expected and observed signal
events in data are also listed.
7. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
A number of sources of systematic uncertainty were identified for this analysis and eval-
uated for the branching fraction measurement. The relative uncertainties for each source,
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FIG. 5: Distribution of the estimator of expected significance for B0 → pi−`+ν` decays
across 500 toy MC samples. The observed significance in data is also plotted.
Ndatasig 20.79 ± 5.68
f+0 1.058 ± 0.024
CFFEI 0.8301 ± 0.0286
NBB¯ (37.711 ± 0.602) ×106
 (0.216 ± 0.001)%
B(B0 → pi−`+ν`) (1.58 ± 0.43stat ± 0.07sys) ×10−4
TABLE III: Measured branching fraction of B0 → pi−`+ν` decays using 34.6 fb−1 of data.
The values of the parameters used in the measurement are also given.
in percent, are summarised in Table IV, and included:
• f+0: We combine the errors on the world averages for the branching fractions
B(Υ (4S)→ B+B−) and B(Υ (4S) → B0B¯0) and calculate the relative uncertainty on
the fraction f+0.
• FEI calibration: The given uncertainty on the calibration factor for the hadronic
FEI was determined taking into account multiple systematic effects in the fitting to the
lepton momentum spectrum of B → X`ν decays. These included uncertainties on both
the branching fractions and form factors of the various semileptonic components of
B → X`ν, the lepton ID efficiency and fake rate uncertainties, tracking uncertainties,
and template uncertainties as a result of MC statistics. The relative uncertainty on
the calibration factor forms the dominant source of systematic uncertainty for this
analysis.
• NBB¯: The uncertainty on the number of BB¯ events in the present dataset includes
systematic effects due to uncertainties on the luminosity, beam energy spread and
shift, tracking efficiency and the selection efficiency of BB¯ events.
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• Reconstruction efficiency: We represent the uncertainty on the reconstruction ef-
ficiency with a binomial error dependent on the size of the MC samples used for the
analysis.
• Tracking: We assign a flat systematic uncertainty of 0.80% for each charged track.
We assume complete correlation between the uncertainties of the lepton and pion
tracks and obtain a total relative uncertainty of 1.60%.
• Lepton identification: The lepton efficiencies and pion fake rates are evaluated in
bins of the lepton momentum p and polar angle θ, each with statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The effect of these uncertainties on the signal reconstruction efficiency
was determined through generating 500 variations on the nominal correction weights
via Gaussian smearing. The relative uncertainty was then taken from the spread on
the values of the reconstruction efficiency over all variations.
Source of systematic uncertainty % of B
f+0 1.17
FEI calibration 3.45
NBB¯ 1.60
Reconstruction efficiency  0.46
Tracking 1.60
Lepton ID 1.05
Total 4.44
TABLE IV: Sources of systematic uncertainties and their percentages of the total
measured branching fraction.
We do not currently include systematic uncertainties due to modelling B → Xu`ν decays,
as these are expected to be sufficiently small in comparison with the other sources listed for
the current dataset.
8. SUMMARY
In summary, we have presented a re-discovery of the semi-leptonic decay B0 → pi−`+ν`
via hadronic tagging in 34.6 fb−1 of Belle II data, with an observed significance of 5.69σ.
A branching fraction of (1.58 ± 0.43stat ± 0.07sys) ×10−4 was measured for this decay, in
agreement with the world average [7].
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